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like most of the other programs on the list, paragon
partition manager also allows users users to create,
format, resize, delete, hide and copy partitions. it also
allows users to convert disk partition type from mbr to
gpt and vice-versa. while the free version of paragon
partition master offers a comprehensive list of features,
youll need to buy the pro version if you want additional
features, likemerge partitions, convert ntfs to fat32,
change cluster size and convert dynamic disk to basic.
paragon partition magic also supports gpt/uefi
configurations, and works with apples hfs+ file system.
while we havent checked out the paid version of the
software, the free version isnt really as feature-rich as
some of the aforementioned options. sure, it gets the job
done swiftly and effectively, but unless youre willing to
pay for the premium versions, youll miss out on a few
features that you will otherwise get in some of the other
free programs on the list. download: ( free, $39.95 )
platform: windows 6. partition commander partition
commander is free software to manage partitions and
disks. you can create, format, resize, move, rename,
copy, and delete partitions as well as to create, manage,
and protect partitions. if necessary, theres no limitation
to how long you can use the program. on the whole,
aomei partition assistant is an all-rounder partition
manager that is as capable as any of its counterparts on
the market, and will suit both novice and advanced
users. it is a flexible tool that is equally at home with xp,
vista and windows 7. you can also create a bootable
windows pe disc from within it. aomei partition assistant
5.5.8 pro [multi] [portable] setup free aomei partition
assistant is a tool that is as capable as any of its
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competitors on the market, and will suit both novice and
advanced users. you can create a bootable windows pe
disc from within it.

AOMEI Partition Assistant 5.5.8 Pro [Multi]
[Portable] Setup Free

this free disk partition manager is compatible with
windows xp/vista/7/8. this partition manager is designed
to provide the most efficient and quick way to manage

all of your partition. with its help, you can resize, merge,
create, format, move, copy, backup, recover, hide,

unhide, split and convert partition or hard disk. it has the
ability to rebuild mbr and convert the file system from fat

to ntfs or vice versa. its gui is very easy to operate.
aomei partition assistant pro is a professional disk

partition manager for windows. with its help, you can
easily resize, merge, create, copy, convert, move, hide,
unhide, split and convert partitions or hard disk, and can
also repair the mbr or partition table on your hard drive.
its gui is very easy to operate. the other software that

can be used for resizing and moving partitions is the free
bootable software winrar. winrar is an open source file

archiver and decompressor with high compression ratio
and powerful features. this software has supported the
following: resizing of fat32/ntfs/exfat partition resizing

and moving of windows ntfs partitions resizing and
moving of ext2/ext3/ext4 partition resizing and moving
of linux and bsd partitions what's new? aomei partition
assistant is always working for you to support you to

repartition all storage devices in hard disk and ssd, such
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as ide, sata, scsi, ssd, usb external disks, flash drive, fire
wire disk, hardware raid and flash drive and so on. it is

able to support mbr (under 2tb) and gpt (larger than 2tb)
with 128 hard disks, with file system fat, fat32, ntfs and

also ext2, ext3. 5ec8ef588b
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